Math Derby Vocabulary- Second Grade
1. A unit of length equal to 12 inches- Foot
2. A four sided polygon- Quadrilateral
3. The corner points of a three dimensional shape- Vertices
4. To answer to a multiplication problem- Product
5. Three dimensional shape with two flat surfaces and a curved outer surfaceCylinder
6. Marks that are used to record data- Tally Marks
7. A symbol used to separate dollars and cents- Decimal Point
8. Solution or answer to an addition problem- Sum
9. 12 o’ clock in the daytime is referred to what time of day? Noon
10. 100 centimeters is equal to- 1 meter
11. 12 inches is equal to- 1 foot
12. 12 o’ clock at night is referred to what time of night? Midnight
13. Three dimensional shape with no vertices, edges, or faces- Sphere
14. 15 minutes after the hour is also called- Quarter Past
15. When two sides of a shape meet they form an- Angle
16. Times after midnight and before noon are written with- A.M.
17. Solution or answer to a subtraction problem- Difference
18. Times after noon and before midnight are written with- P.M.
19. 3 thirds, 2 halves, and 4 fourths equal- 1 whole
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20. Numbers in an addition problem- Addends
21. Less than, greater than, and equal to are used to- Compare Numbers
22. 100 cents equal- 1 dollar
23. Information collected on a chart- Data
24. A measuring tool that measures inches and centimeters, that is also equal to 12
inches or 1 foot- Ruler
25. 10 cents equal: A dime
26. Formed where two faces of a three dimensional shape meet- Edge
27. There are 10 tens in- 100/ A hundred
28. A collection of data from answers to a question- Survey
29. To trade or borrow in subtraction- Regroup
30. A measuring tool that shows and equals 3 feet: Yardstick
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